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Modularity is often used to manage the complexity of monolithic software systems. This is
done through reducing maintenance costs by minimizing the entanglement in software code and
functionality. Modularity also lowers future development costs through enabling the reuse and
stacking of different types of modular functionality and software code for different environments
and software engineering problems. Although there are important differences between the
problem solving processes and practices of machine learning system developers and software
engineering developers, machine learning system developers have been shown to be able to adopt
a lot from traditional software engineering. A systematic literature review is used to identify
484 studies published in four electronic sources from January 1990 to October 2021. After
examination of papers, statistical and qualitative results are formed for selected 86 studies which
provide sufficient information regarding the presence of modular operators and comparison to
monolithic solutions. The selected studies addressed a wide number of different tasks and
domains, which saw performance benefits compared to monolithic machine learning and deep
learning methods. Nearly two thirds of studies discovered Modular Neural Networks (MNNs)
providing improvements in task accuracy when compared to monolithic solutions. Only 16,3% of
studies reported efficiency values in their comparisons. Over 82,5% of studies that reported their
MNNs efficiency found benefits in computation time, memory/size and energy consumption
when compared to monolithic solutions. The majority of studies were carried out in laboratory
environments on singular focused tasks and static requirements, which may have limited the
visibility of modular operators. MNNs show positive promise for performance and efficiency in
machine learning. More comparable studies are needed, especially from the industry, that use
MMNs in constantly changing requirements and thus apply multiple modular operators.
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1 Introduction

In software engineering, modularity was introduced in the early 70’s and has been used to
manage the complexity of monolithic software systems [1]. This is done through reducing
maintenance costs by minimizing the entanglement in software code and functionality.
Modularity also lowers future development costs through enabling the reuse and stacking
of different types of modular functionality and software code for different environments
and software engineering problems. Researchers have identified modularity as means of
providing great economic value [2].

Modularity in software engineering can be seen in structured programming, which means
the structural concepts used to textually present programming code in a more organized
human-readable form. Structured programming can include blocks and control struc-
tures [3]. Object-oriented programming has been used to structure and assign data under
abstract higher level entities called objects [4]. Higher level modular programming consists
of separating larger functionality into different modules capable of interacting through a
commonly shared interface [5].

Although there are important differences between the problem solving processes and prac-
tices of machine learning system developers and software engineering developers, machine
learning system developers have been shown to be able to adopt a lot from traditional
software engineering [6].

If the concepts of modularity have been providing great benefits for software engineers,
the concepts might also translate beneficially to machine learning design and development.
There still are major differences though, for example when compared to the straightforward
modular operations used for static programs in software engineering, such as splitting,
substituting, augmenting, inverting, porting and excluding. Modular support in machine
learning may also consist of supporting the same operations for the different states of
the same module, such as untrained and trained structures, or even support for transfer
learning between different types of structures [7].

The problem that this thesis addresses is the lack of reviews that collectively analyse if
modularity can be seen as available and beneficial in neural networks. In order to discover if
all parts of modularity can be used in Modular neural networks and that modular neural
network modularity is beneficial in machine learning, a systematic literature review is
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formed.

This review thesis is structured as follows. First, Chapter 2 introduces to the terminology
and background of this study. Next, in Chapter 3 the systematic literature review method
is introduced and described. After that, research questions are presented and data extrac-
tion strategy is formed based on them. The results are introduced and analysed in Chapter
4. The study’s validity is discussed in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 contains discussion
and concludes the paper. Additional detailed tables are included in the Appendixes.



2 Background

To properly understand the terminology and background for this study, we briefly describe
the different terms and fields related to it. A literature review on the related studies on
the topic of this paper is performed at the end.

2.1 Basic concepts

Artificial Intelligence (AI) consists of all technical aspects that aim to get computers
to imitate intelligent behaviour observed in humans [8] that includes machine learning,
natural language processing (NLP), language synthesis, computer vision, robotics, sensor
analysis, optimization, and simulation.

Software Engineering (SE) is defined as: “the application of a systematic, disciplined,
quantifiable approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of software; that
is, the application of engineering to software" by ISO/IEC/IEEE Systems and Software
Engineering Vocabulary (SEVOCAB) [9]. In essence, it contains all the methodologies
that are used to bridge the language and development gap between computer systems and
humans. This consists of but is not limited to tools, management, standards and software
design of which modularity is a part of.

2.1.1 Machine learning

A subclass of AI isMachine Learning (ML) that consists of techniques that enable comput-
ers to change their functionality based on given information (e.g. sensor data or training
data), thus improving their behaviour for a given goal [10]. ML techniques include deci-
sion trees, neural networks, support vector machines, and more. Machine learning can be
categorized into supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning [11].

Supervised Learning utilizes training data for classification. The training data contains
the desired outputs that are trained to the machine learning solution [11]. Training data
is usually formed manually by humans, collected automatically from empirical outcomes,
such as weather data, or can be transferred by previously trained networks that could be
labelled as teacher networks.
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Unsupervised learning uses raw data for classification. The machine learning solution con-
structs its own outputs and predictions of classification based on the given input data [11].

Reinforcement Learning uses trial and error based on data made on the fly by an oracle,
such as a repeatable simulation or a game, to find the optimal outputs for the machine
learning solution [11].

Neural Networks (NNs) are a part of ML. NNs are computer programs inspired by biologi-
cal neural network processes [12] consisting of perceptrons, convolutional neural networks,
recurrent neural networks, Boltzmann machines, deep neural networks, and many more.
Basic NNs with one to a few layers of neurons usually require user assistance in forming
classification classes.

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are a part of NN. A DNN is a neural network that consists
of multiple layers providing the DNN with the ability to form new classification classes
regardless of human interference.

Modular Neural Networks (MNNs) are another type under the NN category. A MNN is
a network, that consists of multiple independent neural networks (modules) managed by
some intermediary (program) that inputs values to each network, and takes their results
[13] in some order or structural manner.

2.1.2 Software engineering

Software design is the process of transforming user requirements into a workable form,
which helps programmers with coding and implementation [14]. Software design is con-
sidered to consist of three levels of design from the most abstract to the most functional:
Architectural design, High-level design and Detailed design. Architectural design is the
highest and most abstract version of the system mainly giving a great overview of the
system structure. High-level design focuses on how the system along with all of its com-
ponents can be implemented in forms of modules. Detailed design focuses mostly on the
details and functionality of the system and its modules.

Tools are software used to aid and speed up the development of new software. Some of
these include frameworks, platforms, languages, libraries, environments, interfaces, cloud
repositories.

Standards consist of certain concepts, terms, data formats, document styles and tech-
niques agreed upon by software creators so that their software can understand the files
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and data created by a different computer program. Standards for different terms used in
software engineering are formed through consensus between different parties. There are
multiple standards and revisions related to technical terms and methodologies for soft-
ware engineering formed at IEEE SA (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Standards Association), such as IEEE/ISO/IEC 15288-2015 [15] and IEEE 1220-2005 [16]
which contain consensus of software engineers related to modularity.

Modularity or Modular Programming in software design emphasizes the aspect of separat-
ing functionality of any large-/multi-functional system to consist of multiple independent,
interchangeable modules, such that each contains everything necessary to execute only
one aspect of the desired functionality [1].

Neither of the terms module or modularity are written as a separate technical taxonomy
in any of the software engineering standards, without the inclusion of being a part of a
formal system breakdown structure [17]. This essentially means that the exact definitions
for what module and modularity are for isolated entities outside of an functional relation
with systems is still a bit blurry, so we do not have official standards to tell if something
is a module without having it in the context "as a part of a system" beforehand. This
also makes it difficult to analyze and categorize the modular quality of the inner workings
of a module, because the standards mainly point out the functionality appearance shown
outside.

There are also scientific literature that separates the notation of networks arranged in
ensemble and modular combinations. Each individual network in an ensemble works to
solve the entire problem. Different networks in the ensemble may use different methods
and inputs. Results from multiple ensemble networks can be combined through averaging
or other statistical methods. Multiple ensemble networks can provide better generalization
and increased reliability through redundancy [18]. By contrast, modularity uses decompo-
sition for problem solving [19]. A solution should still be considered modular if ensembles
are used in decomposed problem solutions.

2.1.3 Six modular operators in modular systems

Baldwin et al. [2] identified and listed six modular operators that one should be able to
apply in modular systems:

1. Splitting Modules can be made independent.
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2. Substituting Modules can be substituted and interchanged.

3. Augmenting New Modules can be added to create new solutions.

4. Inverting The hierarchical dependencies between Modules can be rearranged.

5. Porting Modules can be applied to different contexts.

6. Excluding Existing Modules can be removed to build a usable solution.

In the context of MNNs, the modularity operators could be enabled as follows:

1. MNN Splitting A previously monolithic machine learning task can be split to sub-
tasks and built as a cooperating group of independent networks. This is usually done
through task decomposition, which can be done automatically through algorithms
and methods, or manually.

2. MNN Substituting With transfer learning, structurally improved student networks
can serve as substitutes of teacher networks, or substitutional networks can be con-
structed through revised training data, simulation or oracles.

3. MNN Augmenting New networks can be added later to improve accuracy or for new
tasks. Networks can be ensembled together to improve generalization.

4. MNN Inverting Switching the order in which neural networks are run.

5. MNN Porting Moving and using a neural network module in a different context.
This usually is the case were the application domains are similar enough.

6. MNN Excluding Networks can be removed to build a usable solution.

2.2 Literature review on related studies

In order to form an overview of current knowledge related to the field of the task, a
comprehensive summary of previous research on the topic of modularity in MNNs was
made. A survey by Auda et al. outlines general stages of MNN design, task decomposi-
tion techniques, learning schemes and multi-module decision-making strategies [20]. An
experimental study by Castillo et al. tests the different aspects of modularity in neural
networks through a simple list sorting task experiment [7]. Systematic literature reviews
directly related to the modularity of MNNs were not found.



3 Research approach

In this Chapter, a brief explanation of the systematic literature review method is presented.
After that, a description is given of the protocol used and research questions are listed.
Finally, the data extraction form and search strategy are described.

3.1 Systematic literature review method

The systematic literature review method is a well-defined method to identify, evaluate,
and interpret all relevant studies regarding a particular research question or topic area
[21]. The systematic literature review method was chosen for this study because it aims
at a credible and fair evaluation of studies on MNNs.

3.2 Protocol

A significant step when performing a systematic literature review is the development of a
protocol. The protocol specifies all steps performed during the review and increases rigor
and reliability. The research protocol was constructed following a systematic literature
review method protocol formed from guidelines, which are used to identify, evaluate, and
interpret all studies that are relevant to the topic [21]. The protocol used in this study
procedure was inspired and adapted from the procedure introduced by Mahdavi-Hezavehi
et al. [22] in their review.

The procedure starts with the research question definition, search strategy identification,
and search scope selection. After that, study inclusion and exclusion criteria were formed
based on the research questions. An empirical data extraction form was created based on
the research questions. The data collection was formed by filling out the data extraction
form for searched studies not excluded by the exclusion criteria.

3.3 Research questions

This study was aimed at covering the following research questions:
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Table 3.1: Data extraction form.

# Field Reason
F1 Author(s) Documentation
F2 Year Documentation
F3 Title Documentation
F4 Source Documentation
F5 Citation count (From Google scholar as of October 2021) RQ2, RQ3
F9 Application domain (see Table 4.2) RQ1, RQ2, RQ3
F10 Application task (see Table 4.3) RQ1, RQ2, RQ3
F11 Analysis type (see Table 4.4) RQ1, RQ2, RQ3
F12 Evidence level (see Table 4.1) RQ2, RQ3
F13 Monolithic Deep Learning (see Table 4.6 & 4.7 ) RQ3
F14 Monolithic accuracy (see Table 4.6 & 4.7 ) RQ3
F15 MNN accuracy (see Table 4.6 & 4.7 ) RQ3
F16 Computation time (see Table 4.8) RQ3
F17 Memory (see Table 4.8) RQ3
F18 Energy consumpion (see Table 4.8) RQ3
F19-F24 Presence of the six modular design operators (see Table 4.5, Chapter 3) RQ2

• RQ1: What solutions for MNNs are available?

• RQ2: What evidence is available on the modular capability of neural network solu-
tions.

• RQ3: How do MNNs compare to monolithic solutions?

3.4 Data extraction

Data was extracted using the data extraction form (Table 3.1). The classification for
different data, such as application domains and tasks were formed afterwards based on
their emergence during search.

For the evidence levels (F10), the classification system proposed by Alves et al. [23] was
used consisting of six levels:

• 1. No evidence.

• 2. Evidence obtained from demonstration or working out toy examples.
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• 3. Evidence obtained from expert opinions or observations.

• 4. Evidence obtained from academic studies (e.g., controlled lab experiments).

• 5. Evidence obtained from industrial studies (i.e., studies are done in industrial
environments, e.g., causal case studies).

• 6. Evidence obtained from industrial application (i.e., actual use of a method in
industry).

3.5 Search strategy

The automatic search was made by executing search strings on the search engines of the
following electronic resources:

• ACM Digital library: ("Modular neural network" OR "Modular neural networks")
AND (Compare OR Comparing OR Comparison)

• IEEExplorer: ("Modular neural network" OR "Modular neural networks") AND
(Compare OR Comparing OR Comparison)

• Scopus: ("Modular neural network" OR "Modular neural networks") AND (Compare
OR Comparing OR Comparison)

• Web of Science: ("Modular neural network" OR "Modular neural networks") AND
(Compare OR Comparing OR Comparison)

Every selected paper had to fulfill all inclusion criteria and no exclusion criteria.

The following study inclusion criteria were used for the inclusion of the papers:

• I1: The paper experiments with MNNs and compares them to Monolithic solutions.
The experiments are required to collect information in order to analyse solutions,
adoptions and modular capability. Comparisons are required for information on
accuracy and efficiency.

The following study exclusion criteria were used:

• E1: The paper does not feature the use of MNNs.
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Table 3.2: Electronic sources searched in order, and the number of papers found and finally included.

Electronic sources
Number of hits per
search

Number of selected results
per search (+ duplicates cascaded from previous searches)

IEEE Xplore 80 25
ACM Digital Library 87 12 (1)
Scopus 121 22 (8)
Web of Science 196 27 (38)
Total 484 86

• E2: The paper does not feature the use of Monolithic solutions.

• E3: Paper is editorial, technical report, position paper, abstract, keynote, opinion,
tutorial summary, panel discussion, or a book chapter.

• E4: Paper is grey literature. Grey literature is argued to be of lower quality than
papers published in journals and conferences as they usually are not thoroughly
peer-reviewed [24].

The outcome of the search is shown in Table 3.2. The publication date of searched papers
wasn’t limited. The search results in different electronic sources overlapped partially. The
overlaps cascaded and were excluded from selected results.



4 Results and analysis

In this Chapter, an overview is given of the identified studies and extracted information.
After that, the research questions are answered by representing the extracted data and
summarizing the data as an answer to each question.

4.1 Results overview and demographics

After performing the search and selection described above in Chapter 3, we included 86
papers in the data analysis. The selected studies are listed in Appendix B.

Fig. 4.1 shows the number of papers per year between January 1985 and October 2021.
According to Fig. 4.1, the first papers started to appear in 1990 and the highest number
of studies has been published in 2009. Fig. 4.1 presents linear growth until year 2010,
then it shows stagnation around 2011-2021. Other machine learning solutions such as
monolithic deep neural networks came popularized around 2011 through the increase in
available hardware performance [25].

The numbers of papers at different evidence levels are shown in Table 4.1. Almost all
papers (95,3%, i.e. 82 papers) provided Level 4 evidence (academic studies) of their

Table 4.1: Papers assigned to evidence levels

Evidence
levels

Number of
papers (%)

Identifiers

1 (No evidence) 0 -
2 (Demos) 0 -
3 (Expert opinions, 2 (2,3%) S43, S50

observations)
4 (Academic studies) 82 (95,3%) S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, S10, S11, S12, S13, S14,

S15, S16, S17, S18, S19, S20, S21, S22, S23, S24, S25,
S26, S27, S28, S29, S30, S31, S32, S33, S34, S35, S36,
S37, S38, S39, S40, S41, S42, S44, S45, S46, S47, S48,
S49, S51, S52, S53, S54, S55, S56, S57, S58, S59, S60,
S61, S62, S63, S64, S65, S67, S68, S69, S70, S71, S72,
S73, S74, S75, S76, S77, S78, S79, S80, S81, S82, S83,
S84, S85, S86

5 (Industrial studies) 2 (2,3%) S1, S66
6 (Industrial evidence) 0 -
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findings. The few remaining papers provide Level 2 (Demonstration) or Level 5 (Industrial
study) evidence.

Figure 4.2 shows the citation counts for the studies. As it can be seen, the lowest citation
count and the highest citation counts are 0 and 899, respectively. 51 (59,3%) have a
citation count in range of 0–20, and 35 papers (40,7%) have high citation counts in range
of 21–899. Few major outliers were S1 (stock market prediction system with MNNs) and
S5 (a comparison of machine learning solutions in the credit union environment) with the
citation counts of 899 and 701, respectively.

4.2 RQ1: Modular neural network solutions

To answer this research question, the data of F9 (Application domain), F10 (Applica-
tion task), and F11 (Analysis type) were analyzed from the data extraction form and
summarized.
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Table 4.2: The application domains addressed by studies.

Application domain
Number of
papers (%)

Identifiers

Computer Science 34 (39,5%) S6, S7, S12, S13, S14, S17, S23, S24,
S29, S30, S32, S33, S35, S36, S39, S42,
S44, S47, S48, S55, S59, S60, S62, S63,
S71, S72, S73, S75, S76, S80, S82, S83,
S84, S86

Medical 7 (8,1%) S25, S26, S37, S61, S74, S81, S85
Chemistry 5 (5,8%) S34, S43, S64, S65, S68
Economics 5 S1, S5, S41, S49, S52
Electrical Engineering 5 S3, S8, S22, S70, S78
Hydrology 5 S40, S45, S46, S51, S69
Physics 5 S4, S15, S20, S77, S79
Biology 4 (4,7%) S2, S27, S66, S67
Transportation 4 S10, S16, S38, S56
Robotics 3 (3,5%) S31, S50, S54
Meteorology 2 (2,3%) S19, S58
Construction 1 (1,2%) S11
Geography 1 S9
Geology 1 S28
Geophysics 1 S57
History 1 S53
Logic 1 S18
Surveillance 1 S21

Table 4.2 shows the application domains of the studies, and the number of studies for each
application domain. 18 different domains were identified. The most popular domain, i.e.
Computer Science that consists of studies using general image databases, simulations and
games for their training, has been used by 34 (39,5%) studies, while Medical has been
included in seven (8,1%) studies. The rest of the domains have less than five studies using
them. Over 60% of the studies worked on some specific domains other than computer
science.

Table 4.3 shows the tasks of the studies, and the number of studies applying for each task.
19 different tasks were identified. Time series has been assessed by 11 (12,8%) studies,
while Image classification and Input classification have been included in 10 (11,6%) studies
each. Pattern detection had 9 (10,5%) studies. Function generation/Input detection were
included 8 (9,3%) studies. The rest of the tasks had less than seven studies.

Table 4.4 shows the type of the studies, and the number of studies applying for each
type. Performance and development studies as two different study types were identified.
Performance studies tried solution(s) to improve the accuracy or efficiency on a certain
task and did a comparison to other studies with solutions for that same task. Development
studies pioneered a solution for a task and compared their results to others by developing
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Table 4.3: Tasks addressed by studies

Task
Number of
papers (%)

Identifiers

Time series 11 (12,8%) S1, S5, S8, S10, S15, S19, S20, S41, S46, S49, S52
Image classification 10 (11,6%) S9, S13, S42, S53, S60, S61, S74, S81, S83, S84
Input classification 10 S25, S26, S29, S33, S35, S36, S37, S40, S48, S51
Pattern detection 9 (10,5%) S2, S3, S7, S21, S22, S27, S28, S34, S78
Function generation/Input detection 8 (9,3%) S11, S12, S16, S63, S64, S68, S79, S86
Multi sensor classification 7 (8,1%) S4, S23, S43, S44, S50, S54, S71
Model creation 6 (7,0%) S14, S45, S56, S57, S58, S77
Input modeling/classification 5 (5,8%) S65, S66, S67, S69, S70
Image detection 4 (4,7%) S6, S30, S38, S47
Face detection 3 (3,5%) S17, S39, S82
Sensor detection 3 S31, S72, S85
Image classification & detection 2 (2,3%) S55, S80
Human recognition 2 S73, S75
Data classification 1 (1,2%) S24
Image transformation 1 S76
Logic compression 1 S18
Pattern classification 1 S59
Text detection 1 S32
Video classification & detection 1 S62

Table 4.4: Types of studies

Type
Number of
papers (%)

Identifiers

Performance 71 (82,6%) S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, S10, S11,
S12, S13, S14, S15, S16, S17, S19, S20, S21,
S22, S23, S24, S25, S27, S28, S29, S30, S31,
S32, S33, S34, S35, S36, S38, S39, S40, S41,
S42, S43, S44, S46, S47, S48, S49, S51, S52,
S53, S55, S56, S57, S58, S59, S60, S61, S63,
S64, S67, S68, S71, S73, S74, S75, S77, S78,
S79, S80, S82, S84, S85, S86

Development 15 (17,4%) S18, S26, S37, S45, S50, S54, S62, S65, S66,
S69, S70, S72, S76, S81, S83
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and training their solutions for the task. Performance has been assessed by 71 (82,6%)
studies, while development have been included in 15 (17,4%) studies.

4.2.1 Summary to RQ1

There was wide but shallow diversity in domains across studies, and computer science as
a generalized domain stood out as the most popular. This could indicate the still ongoing
development of working MNN methods to make usable solutions for other domains, or the
difficulty for researchers working in other domains to find the tools to apply these solutions
to their domain. Wideness tells that interest for MNN solutions in different domains is
available.

Tasks provided larger diversity across studies, and while time series was the most popular,
image and input classification were almost as popular. This provides positive promise for
the applicability of MNNs to a wide amount of tasks. One could argue that tasks that are
composed of multiple tasks should be included in the

Identified development type studies may be used to indicate the adoptability of MNNs
to new solutions where other viable options were considered. The lack of adoptability
of MNNs in these types of studies is too great as only 15 were found. High amounts of
performance type studies don’t have the same public impact as development type studies,
although their actual provided real world value may be greater or the same as with devel-
opment type studies. This makes it difficult for MNNs to gain notice. A higher amount
of development type comparison studies with MNNs should be formed in order for MNNs
to gain public interest.

4.3 RQ2: Evidence on the capability of MNNs

In addition to the data analyzed in above RQ1, the presence of six modular operators
F19-F24 present within each study were analysed in order to form conceivable evidence
on their presence.
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Table 4.5: Six core design operators applied in studies

Identifier Splitting Substituting Augmenting Inverting Porting Excluding Notes
S1-S12 ++ 0 0 0 0 0 Monolithic task split to modules
S13 ++ 0 0 ++ 0 0 Monolithic task split to modules. Two type of cooperation among modular networks

are considered: neural network and weighted combination of the modules outputs
S14-S23 ++ 0 0 0 0 0 Monolithic task split to modules
S24 ++ ++ ++ ++ 0 ++ Evolving and combining best performing modules from a generated neuron population
S25-S26 ++ 0 0 0 0 0 Monolithic task split to modules
S27 ++ ++ 0 0 0 ++ Monolithic task split to modules, multiple network performance competition during training
S28-S30 ++ 0 0 0 0 0 Monolithic task split to modules
S31 0 ++ ++ 0 0 ++ Network evolves and expands through simulation events
S32-S33 ++ 0 0 0 0 0 Monolithic task split to modules
S34 ++ ++ 0 0 0 ++ Partially random Monolithic task split to modules and combination, if fails

try again with other modules
S35 ++ + + 0 0 + Monolithic task split to modules, mention of additional possible operations
S36-S43 ++ 0 0 0 0 0 Monolithic task split to modules
S44 ++ ++ ++ ++ 0 ++ Evolving neural network modules, combining and removing them from agents in a

simulated environment
S45-S49 ++ 0 0 0 0 0 Monolithic task split to modules
S50 ++ ++ ++ 0 ++ 0 Simulated Robot locomotion on terrain, each leg own module, different legs
S51-S54 ++ 0 0 0 0 0 Monolithic task split to modules
S54 ++ ++ ++ 0 0 0 Simulated Robot locomotion on terrain, each leg own module
S55-S60 ++ 0 0 0 0 0 Monolithic task split to modules
S61 ++ ++ ++ ++ 0 ++ Evolving and combining best performing modules from a generated neuron population
S62-S70 ++ 0 0 0 + 0 Monolithic task split to modules
S71 ++ ++ ++ ++ 0 0 Evolving and choosing best performing neuron population modules
S72 ++ 0 ++ 0 0 0 Monolithic task split to modules, augment modules until satisfies some criteria
S73-S79 ++ 0 0 0 0 0 Monolithic task split to modules
S80 0 + 0 ++ 0 0 Modules are formed through novel knowledge, evolves and expands through simulation events
S81-S82 ++ 0 0 0 0 0 Monolithic task split to modules
S83 ++ + + + + + Monolithic task split to modules, mention of other operators
S84 ++ + + + + + Monolithic task split to modules, mention of other operators
S85-S86 ++ 0 0 0 0 + Monolithic task split to modules

(++) Applied in experiment. (+) Applied as discussion in theory. (0) Not applied.
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Figure 4.3: Avg. number of modular design operators present in studies per year.

In Table 4.5 the exact modular operators used by each of the studies are listed. Many of
the studies were based mainly on only Splitting the task into multiple modules. Studies
S24, S31, S44, S50, S61 and S71 stood out as they covered at least four of the six modular
operators in their experiments.

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 were formed from Table 4.5 in order to visualise the changes in the count
of modular operators present in studies over time. The presence of operators gradually
rose starting from year 1990. Slight decline in the yearly count of operators can be seen
after year 2011. This is can be better seen in Figure 4.4 that also takes the number of
publications present each year into account. Figure 4.4 is formed by dividing the total
count of operators present each year from Table 4.5 with the maximum amount of studies
present in a year, which was eight (2009) from Figure 4.1.

4.3.1 Summary to RQ2

Based on analysis from Table 4.5 it is evident that, at least for MNNs, all six modular
operators are applicable in some machine learning tasks. While Splitting was covered by
almost every MNN in studies, there was a great lack of presence of other modular operators.
This lack might be caused by the way how most performance type studies are currently
structured. Performance type studies focus on a task has to be kept narrow, this makes it
that the analysis of MNNs are currently treated from a "just another monolithic solution"
standpoint rather than covering additional topics that the other modular operators require.
Most performance type studies consist of tasks with static requirements that lack dynamic
requirements from industry. There can also be a lack of publicly available ready to use
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Figure 4.4: Avg. number modular design operators present in studies per year scaled with the number
of publications.

transfer learning modules that could be used in porting, augmenting and substituting. No
evidence was provided by the studies on any modular operators being inapplicable to a
task.

4.4 RQ3: Comparison of MNNs to other solutions

Additionally to the data covered in previous research questions, the accuracy of MNNs
compared to monolithic solutions with the presence of monolithic deep learning were
analysed (F13-15). Also, the efficiency of modular neural network solutions in regards to
F16 (Execution time), F17 (Memory) and F18 (Energy consumption) were analysed. The
results are summarized in Tables 4.6-4.8 and details are included in the next paragraphs.

In Table 4.6, the accuracy comparisons of MNNs to monolithic solutions are presented.
Some of the studies compared MNNs in multiple configurations to multiple monolithic
solutions, in which case the best performing solution or configuration from both were
selected.
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Table 4.6: Accuracy range of Modular solutions described in studies when compared to Monolithic

Identifier Application task Mono. DL Monolithic ACC Modular ACC Accuracy Training time Analysis type1

S1 Time series False 54.3% 99.1% improvement shorter performance
S2 Pattern detection False 59.8% 60.89% improvement NA performance
S3 Pattern detection False 88.31% 93.6% improvement shorter performance
S4 Multi sensor classification False 73.5% 73.7% improvement NA performance
S5 Time series False 80.75% 80.46% mixed shorter performance
S7 Pattern detection False 80,00 % 95,00 % improvement shorter performance
S9 Image classification False 82,00 % 85,00 % improvement NA performance
S10 Time series False 85,20 % 88,00 % improvement NA performance
S12 Function generation False 100,00 % 78.35% decline NA performance
S13 Image classification False 91.0% 93.5% improvement NA performance
S14 Model creation False 92,00 % 94,00 % improvement shorter performance
S16 Function generation False 11.8% 11.9% mixed NA performance
S17 Face detection False 83,00 % 97,00 % improvement NA performance
S19 Time series False 80,00 % 81,00 % improvement shorter performance
S20 Time series False 96.5% 98,00 % improvement shorter performance
S21 Pattern detection False 90,00 % 100,00 % improvement NA performance
S22 Pattern detection False 83,21 % 89,61 % improvement shorter performance
S24 Data classification False 71.1% 74.8% improvement shorter performance
S25 Input classification False 80.5% 81.8% improvement shorter performance
S26 Input classification False 79.23% 80.02% improvement NA development
S27 Pattern detection False 92.6% 93.3% improvement shorter performance
S28 Pattern detection False 78,00 % 99,00 % improvement shorter performance
S29 Input classification False 59.1% 67.8% improvement NA performance
S30 Image detection False 99.8% 99.9% improvement longer performance
S32 Text detection False 89.1% 94.2% improvement shorter performance
S34 Pattern detection False 78.80% 93.51% improvement longer performance
S36 Input classification False 90.90% 96.67% improvement longer performance
S37 Input classification False 78.3% 82.0% improvement NA development
S38 Image Detection False 18.99% 74.68% mixed* longer performance
S39 Face detection False 50,00 % 100,00 % improvement shorter performance
S40 Input modeling/classification False 77.8% 85.4% improvement shorter performance
S42 Image classification False 95,00 % 80,00 % decline longer performance
S46 Time series False 70,40 % 75,40 % improvement shorter performance
S47 Image Detection False 97.67% 97.47% mixed longer performance
S48 Input classification False 97.1% 88.4% decline longer performance
S52 Time series False 97.98% 99.95% improvement longer performance
S53 Image classification False 85,00 % 95,00 % improvement NA performance
S55 Image classification & detection False 99.25% 97.85% decline NA performance
S58 Input modeling/classification False 97.18% 95.2% decline NA performance
S60 Image classification False 98% 100% improvement longer performance
S61 Image classification False 97.54% 97.88% 96.49% 95.08% decline NA performance
S62 Video classification False 84,00 % 98,00 % mixed shorter development
S67 Image classification True 55,00 % 85,00 % improvement shorter performance
S68 Function generation True 93.48% 97.28% improvement longer performance
S72 Sensor detection True 67,00 % 70,00 % improvement NA development
S73 Human recognition True 99,00 % 97.13% decline NA performance
S74 Image classification True 97.98% 98.22% improvement shorter performance
S75 Human recognition True 97,00 % 99,00 % improvement NA performance
S78 Pattern detection True 95.8% 96.9% improvement shorter performance
S79 Function generation False 87.48% 86.65% decline NA performance
S80 Image classification & detection True 54.06% 57.33% improvement NA performance
S81 Image classification True 76.40% 95.32% Improvement shorter development
S82 Face detection True 97.52% 99.99% 93.4% 97.49% decline NA performance
S83 Image classification True 85% - 95% 85% - 95% mixed NA development
S84 Image classification True 82% - 54,8% 91,21% - 68,7% improvement shorter performance
S85 Sensor detection True 100% - 88,9% 99% - 86,4% mixed shorter performance

Analysis type1: Performance i.e. comparisons made to other studies solutions to the same task; Development i.e.
comparisons made to other solutions built by the study for a novel task. *Unusable due to too long execution time
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Identifier Application task Mono. DL Monolithic perf. Modular perf. Accuracy Training time Analysis type

S6 Image detection False Figure image had a weaker result Figure image had a better result improvement NA performance
S8 Time series False 9% deviation on change 7% deviation on change improvement shorter performance
S11 Function generation/Input detection False 70mm error 33,4mm error improvement NA performance
S15 Time series False 0.458 Mhz RMSE 0.396 Mhz RMSE improvement NA performance
S18 Complexity compression False 9 neurons, O(121) 65 weights A comparison

between MNN and non MNNs used to imple-
ment 16 logic functions.

5 neurons, 51 weights 10 switches, 1 inverter
O(54)

improvement NA development

S23 Multi sensor classification (traffic control) False 27.18% (link utilization) 83.59% (link utilization) improvement shorter performance
S31 Sensor detection False 3800 iterations 5 targets/8 collisions 3800 iterations 14 targets / 14 collisions At

the end the robot is able to reach targets
without collision

improvement NA performance

S33 Input classification False 0.002 MSE 0.0005 MSE improvement NA performance
S35 Input classification False More memory used Less memory used improvement shorter performance
S41 Time series False 0.3 pounds Fitness avg price distance from

graph
0.01 pounds improvement NA performance

S43 Multi sensor classification Pattern detection False ~ 2% ~ 2% improvement NA performance
S44 Multi sensor classification False 4279.77 Average Survival Age Iterations 5537.19 Average Survival Age Iterations improvement NA performance
S45 Input modeling/classification False 56.6 W/m2̂ 53.5 W/m2̂ improvement NA development
S49 Time series False Larger deviation on table results Very small deviation improvement NA performance
S50 Multi sensor classification False 32 fitness (mean Chebyshev distance from

optimal path)
65 fitness improvement NA development

S51 Input classification False 67.2W/m2 RMSE 64.4W/m2 RMSE improvement NA performance
S54 Multi sensor classification False 32 fitness (mean Chebyshev distance from

optimal path)
68 fitness improvement NA development

S56 Input modeling/classification False 2206 RMSE 1004 RMSE improvement NA performance
S57 Input modeling/classification False Worse fit to field data in figures Better fit to field data in figures improvement NA performance
S59 Pattern classification False Fig shows similar or slightly weaker flight

trajectory prediction when compared to the
modular approach

Fig shows comparable or slightly better flight
trajectory prediction as compared with the
monolithic approaches

improvement shorter performance

S63 Function generation/Input detection False 2 MPa, 0.2 $/m3, and 20.7 cm training root
mean square error (RMSE)

0.98MPa 0.27 $/m3 0.35 cm training root
mean square error (RMSE)

improvement longer (but if parallel) performance

S64 Function generation/Input detection False 1.3087Mpa RMSE 1.646Mpa RMSE decline longer (but if parallel) performance
S65 Input modeling/classification True 0.0143 MSE 0.0077 MSE improvement shorter development
S66 Input modeling/classification False 0.0154 RMSE 0.0176 RMSE improvement NA development
S69 Input modeling/classification False Smaller economic and environmental cost in

figure
Higher economic and environmental cost in
figure

improvement shorter development

S70 Input modeling/classification True 99.3% at 50% value tolerance (lower toler-
ance better)

99.6% at 40% value tolerance improvement shorter development

S71 Multi sensor classification False 16,014 (pacman score) 32,647 (pacman score) improvement NA performance
S76 Image transformation True Unstable waveforms at bottleneck Robust waveforms at bottleneck improvement NA development
S77 Input modeling/classification False Inversion illustrates good agreement with the

ones published in the literatures.
Inversion illustrates good agreement with the
ones published in the literatures.

mixed NA performance

S86 Function generation/Input detection False Performs slightly better on never repeating
environments

Performs better on repeating environments mixed NA performance
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The accuracy measurements of MNNs that provided alternate methods, such as error
deviations, textual explanations or compression size, instead of accuracy percentages to
calculate their performance are shown in Table 4.7. 30 (34,9%) studies were found using
alternate methods.

Tables 4.6 and 4.7 contain information regarding if deep learning was present as a mono-
lithic solution (Column ’Mono DL’). Deep learning is present in 16 (18,06%) of all studies.
Starting from 2012 deep learning is present in 33% of studies. Deep learning is present in
almost every study after year 2019.

Although solutions between studies can not be directly measured in their accuracy to
each other, their relative accuracy within each study can be counted and used as an
effective measurement. From Tables 4.6 and 4.7 we can count that 57 (66,2%) studies had
improved accuracy by using MNNs, 10 (11,6%) had seen decline and 9 (10,5%) mixed or
similar results.

Both Table 4.6 and 4.7 also contained information on the relative training time between
MNNs and monolithic solutions. 29 (33,7%) studies reported shorter training times for
MNN solutions. 12 (14,0%) studies reported longer training times. Some of the studies,
which reported longer training times, also mentioned the possibility of training NN mod-
ules in parallel for their task, which would shorten the overall training time. 45 (52,3%)
of the studies didn’t have information available regarding training time.

In Table 4.8 (Column ’Avg. execution time per task’) the efficiency comparisons of MNNs
to monolithic solutions are presented. Majority of studies 71 (82,6%) didn’t include ef-
ficiency measurements that might be caused by the different historical public interest in
these values during times they were originally published. As with accuracy values, the
efficiency values cannot be directly compared to other studies based on their own task
and domain settings. Still their relative results can be counted. Twelve out of 15 (80,0%)
studies reported faster average execution times for each run. Two out of 15 (13,3%) studies
reported slower times. In Table 4.8 (Column ’Avg. memory/size’) only four studies pro-
vided information regarding memory efficiency, and (Column ’Avg. energy consumption
per task’) only two of these about energy consumption. They all noted MNNs providing an
improvement. The lack of studies representing efficiency values may polarize the results.
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Table 4.8: Comparison of MNN efficiency values vs. monolithic

Identifier Avg. execution time per task Avg. Memory/Size Avg. energy consumption per task
S20 Faster (general mention) NA NA
S24 Faster (general mention) NA NA
S25 Faster (11,919s vs 727,33s) NA NA
S32 Faster (437s vs 6298s) NA NA
S35 NA Smaller (general mention) NA
S38 Slower (0.18s vs 3.68s) NA NA
S40 Faster (180 times faster) Smaller (general mention) NA
S46 Faster (general mention) NA NA
S48 Slower (127.2s vs 4.2s) NA NA
S59 Faster (300s vs 8500s) NA NA
S69 Faster (28h vs 333h) NA NA
S70 Faster (693s vs 1760s) NA NA
S74 Faster (420s vs 3033s) NA NA
S84 Faster (0.358s vs 0.796s) Smaller (3,512MB vs >50MB) Smaller (1.533J vs 3.168J)
S85 Faster (0.4ms vs 28.7ms) Smaller (2.0MB vs 17.1MB) Smaller (1.8 mJ vs 79.2 mJ)

First value is MNN, second Monolithic in results with values. Studies missing these measurements were
excluded from the list.

4.4.1 Summary to RQ3

From Tables 4.6 and 4.7 it can be seen that MNNs provided better accuracy when com-
pared to monolithic solutions in nearly two-thirds of the cases. If only monolithic deep
learing was taken into account, MNNs performed even better in 12 of the 16 countable
studies and two of the remaining four studies have mixed results. MNNs also provided
positive promise on compute time, memory and energy efficiency although the lack of
studies showing these values may polarize the results.



5 Validity

One of the main limitations of systematic reviews is the inaccuracy in data extraction.
There were difficulties in extracting relevant information from selected studies. Several
studies do not explicitly mention results for most of the fields covered in the extraction
form, such as computation time or memory. This could cause the researcher’s interpreta-
tion bias to affect the final extracted data. The issue was mitigated by leaving results that
were highly interpretational as NA (Not Available), which lowered the amount of results
and might affect the outcome.

In order to objectively evaluate a systematic review Kitchenham et al. proposed four
quality questions for systematic reviews [23]:

1. Are inclusion and exclusion criteria described and appropriate?

2. Is the literature search likely to have covered all relevant studies?

3. Did the reviewers assess the quality/validity of the included studies?

4. Were the basic data/studies adequately described?

1. This review meets this criterion as it explicitly defined and explained inclusion and
exclusion criteria on Section 3.4.

2. This criterion is decently met due to having searched four digital libraries. A threat is
that our search string was a bit limited and did not cover different synonyms of the terms.

3. Quality and validity of studies was not well enough assessed due to the lack of data used
to analyse it. Evidence levels and citation counts are not enough to fully assess quality
and validity. A single person is unable to provide accurate quality scores due to high bias
and lack of discussion during each extraction.

4. This criterion is met as it used a detailed data collection form for each study.



6 Discussion and conclusions

This final chapter contains discussion and conclusions based on the results found in Chap-
ter 4 and does a short investigation on possible future work.

The number of MNN comparison studies analyzed in this Thesis gradually increased un-
til around 2009, after which the publication count per year for MNNs turned to a slight
decline although never fade away. This maybe be due to deep learning becoming pop-
ularised around the same time. In year 2009 machine learning was made more easily
available through increase in computation availability with the introduction of manufac-
turer (Nvidia) support for graphics processing unit use in general purpose calculations
[26], that may be the reason for the final peak of 8 identified studies in the year. Ima-
geNet provided the public interest for deep learning through ImageNet Large Scale Visual
Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) competitions [27], where deep learning solutions pro-
vided the best leaps in accuracy results. There has also been statements of stakeholder
input and funding by the U.S. government [28], which may have artificially heightened
interest covering deep learning development. ILSVRC may have also caused the public to
prefer evaluating machine learning solutions mainly through accuracy during benchmark
instead of including other elements, such as efficiency or maintainability. Natural realities,
such as diminishing returns for binary computation time, or threats such as a power crisis,
may eventually return a wider public view of interest in other machine learning solutions
such as MNNs.

There was wide but shallow diversity in domains across studies, and computer science as
a generalized domain stood out as the most popular. This could indicate the lack of easily
available MNN solutions or tools to make usable solutions for other domains. Wideness
tells that interest for MNN solutions in different domains is available. Tasks also provided
large diversity across studies. This provides positive promise for the applicability of MNNs
to a wide amount of tasks. More efforts to guide researchers to the topic should be made.
There is also currently a lack of available tutorials, documentation and guides for MNNs
generally and in popular machine learning libraries and platforms, such as TensorFlow[29],
Keras[30], PyTorch[31] etc. This may limit the appearance of such solutions in industry,
especially in smaller companies. One option would be to invest in the creation of entirely
new set of tools that focuses more on supporting modularity in machine learning.
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Majority of the studies (95,5%) were identified as academic studies, which indicates sci-
entific level interest on MNNs, but there was a lack of industrial level evidence on their
capabilities. This makes it difficult to recognize the effects of MNNs as a long term solution.
Pioneering unevidenced technology bodes higher risk for smaller industrial businesses. Ei-
ther research regarding the possibilities of MNNs are tightly shut behind corporate walls or
there aren’t any research being done in industry. A consumer cannot currently recognize
the machine learning solution used in closed AI services available to them. This makes it
difficult to predict which of the previous reasonings holds true.

The study applied six modular operations: splitting, substituting, augmenting, inverting,
porting, and excluding. There were alternatives for the six modular operations used in this
study such as the five fundamental requirements for a modular design method identified
by Meyer [32]. These were labelled as decomposability, composability, understandability,
continuity and protection. Following these higher level requirements would have omitted
lower level information from the results and were considered to be more difficult to follow
and directly identify from studies. It was considered appropriate and more efficient to
follow the chosen lower level six modular operations that can be used to formulate the
possible presence of these five fundamental requirements. Decomposability can be implied
by the presence of splitting, composability by augmenting and porting. Understandability
is a bit hidden and subjective in studies but can be seen if tasks were split into an adequate
or more understandable level. Continuity cannot be proven well without the identification
of industrial level studies that have longer time-spans. Protection can be considered to
be out of scope with this study as the results of the identified studies were not replicated.
Individual neural network nodes and connections should be assumed protected and con-
tinuous in theory as they originally meant to be isolated entities with limited interaction
to each other, which implies that neural network modules structured with these parts
are protected and continuous. The protection and continuity of the code acting as the
intermediary of MNNs in each study could not be verified.

Baldwin et al. [2] also mentioned the possibility of other operations and listed three
possible modular operations linking, recombining and extending in addition to the main
six modular operations. Linking can be done by augmenting a single module system with
another module and naming the system as a whole a module. Recombining is considered to
be the reverse for splitting, and it can be done by excluding the modules and augmenting
a combined module back. Extending can be done by substituting a module with an
extended version. These were considered to be composable extensions from the six modular
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operators, and didn’t add information regarding the possibility of modularity, and thus
were left out from this study.

When analyzing the application of the six modular operations (Table 4.5), the great ma-
jority of studies with evidence of only splitting tasks, were performance type studies that
are mostly based on supervised learning and evaluated MNNs mainly through accuracy.
Studies that consisted of multiple other modular operators were development type studies
that are mostly based on reinforcement learning with a few of them that might be used in
unsupervised learning. It should be noted though that in tasks with reinforcement learn-
ing, the functionality of the oracle is known, so the operations used in modularizing the
solution might have been constructed specifically for the oracle in question. No studies
containing unsupervised learning were found, which may imply difficulties in translating
modular solutions to unsupervised tasks. Unless, we are eventually able to find good gen-
eral methods for modularizing unsupervised learning tasks. High amounts of performance
type studies don’t have the same public impact as development type studies, although
their actual provided real world value may be greater or the same as with development
type studies. Public interest tends to stray away from alternate solutions when a sufficient
solution to a task has been achieved, this has been seen with the history of car engine
development [33]. A higher amount of development type comparison studies with MNNs
should be formed in order for MNNs to gain public interest.

Nearly two thirds (66,2%) of studies discovered MNNs providing improvements in task
accuracy when compared to monolithic solutions. This would imply that MNNs should
have had a greater share of implementations and the number of publications gradually
growing each year when compared to monolithic solutions, yet this is not the case as
the amount of publications is around under 5 each year. One reasoning could be the
previously mentioned lack of openly available tools or sources required to efficiently create
and use MNNs, as majority of them are for monolithic solutions. Another factor could be
the lack of cooperation and community aspects in machine learning development, which
favors monolithic solutions built by individual smaller teams of experts. Researchers bias
on task selection, solution selection, datasets, and on result reporting [34] may also have
affected the higher accuracy of MNNs. We cannot directly conclude that MNNs usually
provide better accuracy when compared to other solutions, but we can assume them
showing positive promise towards this behaviour [35]. One could also assume that if the
combined results of monolithic solutions for each subtask provides better performance than
an monolithic solution for the whole task, a modular solution for the whole task may be
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the stronger option. Some of the studies also showed results in an alternate measurement
method for their tasks, some of which reasoned inapplicability of using accuracy because
it limits information, such as the showing the disparities in multiple critical locations on
figures (S6, S57, S59, ...). Some showed other values, such as the score on a video game,
which may have better presented the desired performance for the task. These results
shouldn’t be ignored as they are required in order to better understand the effects on
different tasks.

Although most studies didn’t report their energy consumption in their comparisons shown
in Table 4.8, those that did (S84, S85) showed efficiency in it and some even the capability
to run it well on mobile devices. But it must also be considered that the focus on these
studies was on fulfilling these points.

Smaller complexity of MNNs when compared to monolithic solutions in the rest of the
studies not measuring power efficiency can still be seen as beneficial for energy efficiency.
One of the reasons is because some of the modules in MNNs, especially in tasks that had
splitting, could only need to be executed during some tasks when their independent sub
task was required. Smaller complexity of MNNs can also translate to improved trans-
parency and better understanding on how MNN modules operate, and how they could be
improved. This would be beneficial to community use and open source development.

Execution time of solutions couldn’t be directly considered as power efficient because it
could have been caused by parallel computation of modules, but can be considered efficient
if the task is time critical or a longer time causes non-energy efficient results.

More power conservative solutions, such as MNNs, combined with less complex deep learn-
ing modules can be required to maintain global energy sufficiency. Because in the future
when computers and calculations for example in the US data centers [36] and globally
start to take an even larger share of our global energy production. It is recommended that
machine learning studies start to systematically report and compare their energy efficiency
through some standardized means in their results.

Further studies and effort should be focused on the identification of a good general method
for finding modular solutions to unsupervised machine learning. More well-rounded stan-
dards for evaluating machine learning solutions should be created and adopted, that would
value other aspects in addition to accuracy. More comparable studies are needed, espe-
cially from the industry, that use MNNs and apply multiple modular operators.
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Appendix A Study citations

Table A.1: Study citation counts

Citation
counts

Number of
papers

Identifiers

0 5 (5,8%) S30, S62, S82, S85, S86
1 5 (5,8%) S2, S9, S17, S21, S83
2 3 (3,5%) S18, S28, S41
3 4 (4,7%) S34, S43. S51, S84
4 2 (2,3%) S4, S25
5 3 (3,5%) S46, S56, S80
6 2 (2,3%) S60, S74
7 5 (5,8%) S6, S23, S42, S72, S79
8 3 (3,5%) S67, S76, S81
9 1 (1,2%) S55
10 5 (5,8%) S29, S35, S48, S61, S63
11 5 (5,8%) S13, S44, S66, S68, S77
12 2 (2,3%) S33, S53
13 2 (2,3%) S38, S54
14 1 (1,2%) S58
18 1 (1,2%) S32
20 1 (1,2%) S8
21 2 (2,3%) S31, S20
23 1 (1,2%) S26
24 2 (2,3%) S12, S22
25 1 (1,2%) S73
26 1 (1,2%) S14
27 1 (1,2%) S15
28 1 (1,2%) S59
29 1 (1,2%) S70
32 1 (1,2%) S78
37 1 (1,2%) S64
40 1 (1,2%) S45
42 1 (1,2%) S27
44 1 (1,2%) S3
45 1 (1,2%) S39
48 1 (1,2%) S24
50 2 (2,3%) S37, S57
52 1 (1,2%) S71
53 1 (1,2%) S36
55 1 (1,2%) S75
58 1 (1,2%) S50
66 1 (1,2%) S7
67 1 (1,2%) S65
73 1 (1,2%) S47
74 1 (1,2%) S52
78 1 (1,2%) S69
83 1 (1,2%) S49
139 1 (1,2%) S11
196 1 (1,2%) S40
259 1 (1,2%) S19
271 1 (1,2%) S16
280 1 (1,2%) S10
701 1 (1,2%) S5
899 1 (1,2%) S1
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